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1 Introduction

The success of deep neural networks (NNs) in recent years has come with their growing size and
overparameterization [1, 2]. This makes it critical to efficiently compress, store and communicate
the NN weights [3]. Although NN compression has attracted great attention, and a wide variety of
methods have been developed such as pruning, quantization and knowledge distillation [4, 5, 6, 7, 8],
there has been significantly less interest in the efficient storage and communication of NN weights.
The reason why efficient storage has not been seen as an interesting problem is that NN weights are
conventionally being stored as binary arrays, which can be protected by error correction codes (ECC)
developed over the past 50 years [9]. However, recent studies have demonstrated the promise of end-to-
end analog memory systems for storing NN weights, as they have the potential to reach higher storage
capacities than binary systems with a considerably lower coding complexity [10, 11, 12]. Although
analog storage devices have these advantages over binary devices, their noisy characteristics makes it
necessary to apply analog error correction codes before storage. Similarly, efficient communication
has not attracted enough attention, because NN weights are usually digitally communicated using
conventional error correction codes [9] in various applications such as federated learning. The error
correction schemes that protects NN weights against the noise in analog storage systems, can also
provide reliable communication of NN weights through wireless channels. Thus by developing robust
coding strategies against noise added to the NN weights, we can provide 1) analog storage of NN
weights in full-precision, 2) reliable wireless communication of NN weights.

Motivated by the discussion above, I have investigated the performance degradation of NNs when
their weights are noisy, and developed robust coding strategies to preserve the performance of NNs.
The source code is available in https://github.com/BerivanIsik/CS_230_project.

2 Related work

Even though it has not attracted as much interest as NN compression, there has been some practical
work on making NNs more robust to noise. [13] trained a student network more robust to Gaussian
noise by injecting noise during distillation from the teacher. [14, 15] developed error correction codes
against Gaussian noise in analog storage and bit flips in binary storage.

3 Method

In a noisy storage or communication channel, the value of the input must lie within a range due to
power constraints. In this project, I choose this range as [−1, 1]. This means that we need to scale the
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weights into [−1, 1] before noise addition. Then the relationship between true weights win and noisy
weights wout can be written as:

wout =
φ(αwin − β) + β

α
(1)

where φ represents the noisy medium, and α, β are scale and shift factors, respectively. The noisy
medium φ can be modelled as an additive noise channel and we can rewrite the relationship as:

wout =

(
(αwin − β) + ε

)
+ β

α
= win +

ε

α
(2)

where ε is the additive channel noise. When I pick a suitable α to map weights into [−1, 1] range
without applying any protection scheme, the accuracy dropped to 10% (random prediction for CIFAR-
10) for noise standard deviation (std) larger than 0.001 (see Table 1, Figure 4.2). A naive way of
boosting the accuracy is to use the channel multiple times per weight. This means that, depending
on the problem, we can store the same weight on multiple memory cells or communicate the same
weight multiple times, and average over the read/received values. However this brings the problem
of redundant resource usage. In the next section, I will describe several practical coding strategies
to increase the accuracy and shift the accuracy drop threshold to std= 1 (1000 times larger than the
threshold when there is no protection) without needing any redundancy, i.e. 1 channel use per weight.

3.1 Practical Coding Strategy

Sign Protection: When scaling the weights by α to fit them in range [−1, 1] of φ, small weights
are mapped to values very close to zero. This is problematic because a majority of the trained NN
weights have small magnitudes, and thus the NN with reconstructed weights will suffer a severe drop
in performance due to sign errors (see Figure 3.1). When we store/communicate magnitudes instead
of actual weights, we can use an α that is twice as large, reducing the variance of noise because ε

α in
Equation 2 has smaller variance when α is larger.

Figure 1: Histogram of ResNet-18 weights trained on CIFAR10.

Adaptive Mapping: Although protecting the sign bit leads to accuracy gains (see Table 1), we
can still do better. Based on the observation that the majority of the weights are quite small (see
Figure 3.1), an adaptive mapping strategy would help increase the accuracy by protecting the small
weights. This implies that using different values of α depending on the magnitude of the weight
(larger α for small weights) can reduce the overall variance of the noise added to small weights.

Adaptive Redundancy: As the last step, I propose to vary the number of channel usage for larger
and smaller weights. The average number of channel usage that we aim to minimize is:

ravg =
rsmall ×Nsmall + rlarge ×Nlarge

Nsmall +Nlarge
.
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where Nsmall and Nlarge are the number of small and large weights; rsmall and rlarge are the
number of repetitions used per weight for small and large weights. Adding more repetitions for
larger weights (which are more critical for NN performance) increases the accuracy while it does not
increase the average redundancy too much. As shown in Figure 3.1, most weights are sparse, e.g.
Nsmall = 11, 157, 354. and Nlarge = 6, 998 in ResNet-18 trained on CIFAR-10.

Adaptive mapping and adaptive redundancy are similar to the adaptive coding strategies developed for
task specific error correction codes (ECC). For instance, small and large inputs are treated differently
for product operations in [16].

3.2 Robustness through Regularization

In the previous section, I presented sign protection and adaptive mapping strategies that protect small
weights and this helped us get better accuracy because of the sparsity of the trained NN weights. We
can get even better results using these practical coding strategies if we have more sparse NN weights.
In order to see the effect of sparsity in the success of these strategies, I repeat the experiments in 4
different settings:

1) No regularization, no dropout (in Table 2),
2) l − 1 regularization, no dropout (in Table 3),
3) l − 2 regularization, no dropout (in Table 1, Figure 4.2),
4) no regularization, dropout (in Table 4).

We would expect the networks trained with l − 1 regularization and dropout to be more sparse and
hence, together with the strategies in Section 3.1, more robust to noise added on the weights.

4 Experiments

4.1 Datasets, Models and Hyperparameters

For the experiments, I consider CIFAR10 [17] dataset. I use the standard train/val/test splits for
CIFAR10 and apply random horizontal flips as data augmentation during training. I use ResNet-18
[18]. I use a batch size of 128 and train for 350 epochs, early stopping at the best accuracy. For all
the settings, I use the same learning rate = 0.1 as it gives the best result among {0.1, 0.01, 0.001}. I
use the conventional default momentum parameter β = 0.9 in all experiments. In the l − 1 and l − 2
regularization experiments, I use weight decays = 5e−6 and = 5e−4, respectively. 5e−4 is a default
value for the weight decay in l− 2 regularization. I choose 5e−6 in l− 1 regularization as it gives the
best result among {5e−4, 5e−5, 5e−6, 5e−7}. In the dropout experiment, I put dropout layer with
p = 0.8 after each layer in ResNet-18. For the hyperparameters I tune, I use the cavier strategy by
running the models in parallel.

4.2 Results

Figure 4.2 shows that the adaptive protection strategy developed in this work improves NN
performance against additive white Gaussian noise on the weights. The performance improvement
gained from each strategy can be seen in Table 1, where I apply additive white Gaussian noise to
the weights first without any protection, then add sign protection, adaptive mapping, and adaptive
redundancy. When I apply adaptive redundancy, I kept average number of channel usage per
weight less than ravg = 1.006 by choosing Nsmall = 11, 157, 354, Nlarge = 6998, rsmall = 1,
rlarge = 10. Accuracy drops to 9.547% (random prediction) when Gaussian noise with 0.05
standard deviation is added without protection (without sign protection, adaptive mapping and
adaptive redundancy). When our adaptive protection strategies are applied, accuracy (95.26%) is
comparable to the baseline accuracy (95.45%) even with standard deviation 0.1.

As can be seen in Tables 1, 2, 3 and 4, adaptive protection strategy improves NN performance
against noise in all settings where NNs are trained with l − 2 regularization, no regularization, l − 1
regularization and dropout. In all the experiments, the average number of channel usage per weight
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Figure 2: Accuracy of ResNet-18 on CIFAR10 (trained with l-2 regularization) when weights are
perturbed by Gaussian noise.

std=0.001 std=0.005 std=0.01 std=0.05 std=0.1 std=0.5 std=1

Test acc. (+noise) without protection 95.40 95.27 94.60 9.54 8.18 10.39 10.26
Test acc. (+noise) +sign protection 95.42 95.25 95.03 74.49 10.14 10.02 10.01
Test acc. (+noise) +adaptive mapping 95.42 95.40 95.40 95.08 94.00 15.97 10.07
Test acc. (+noise) +adaptive redundancy 95.45 95.43 95.42 95.26 95.12 82.81 10.39

Table 1: Accuracy of ResNet-18 on CIFAR10 (trained with l-2 regularization, no dropout) when
weights are perturbed by Gaussian noise. The baseline test accuracy without any added noise is
95.45. The average number of channel usage per weight is kept below 1.006 by choosing Nsmall =
11, 157, 354, Nlarge = 6998, rsmall = 1, rlarge = 10.

std=0.001 std=0.005 std=0.01 std=0.05 std=0.1 std=0.5 std=1

Test acc. (+noise) without protection 93.04 92.74 90.81 10.01 10.33 9.45 9.15
Test acc. (+noise) +adaptive protection 93.17 93.15 93.18 93.13 92.96 73.28 10.69

Table 2: Accuracy of ResNet-18 on CIFAR10 when weights (no regularization, no dropout) are
perturbed by Gaussian noise. The baseline test accuracy without any added noise is 93.17. The
average number of channel usage per weight is kept below 1.006.

std=0.001 std=0.005 std=0.01 std=0.05 std=0.1 std=0.5 std=1

Test acc. (+noise) without protection 93.20 91.88 88.72 9.50 10.00 9.91 10.06
Test acc. (+noise) +adaptive protection 93.32 93.29 93.32 93.28 93.01 84.55 10.05

Table 3: Accuracy of ResNet-18 on CIFAR10 when weights (trained with l-1 regularization) are
perturbed by Gaussian noise. The baseline test accuracy without any added noise is 93.30. The
average number of channel usage per weight is kept below 1.006.

std=0.001 std=0.005 std=0.01 std=0.05 std=0.1 std=0.5 std=1

Test acc. (+noise) without protection 93.16 92.75 91.05 10.03 10.08 11.75 11.34
Test acc. (+noise) +adaptive redundancy 93.13 93.15 93.14 93.13 92.98 81.96 10.37

Table 4: Accuracy of ResNet-18 on CIFAR10 when weights (trained with dropout) are perturbed by
Gaussian noise. The baseline test accuracy without any added noise is 93.15. The average number of
channel usage per weight is kept below 1.006.
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is kept below 1.006 by choosing rsmall = 1, rlarge = 10, and Nsmall and Nlarge appropriately. It
is not possible to directly compare the success of the adaptive protection on these different settings
because the baseline accuracy (test accuracy without noise) is different for each setting. However
we can still compare the respective accuracy drop after the noise addition as in Table 5. It is seen
from Table 5 that the smallest accuracy drop occurs in either NN trained with l − 1 regularization
or dropout in all noise levels. This is consistent with the intuition that adaptive protection strategies
work better as the NN gets more sparse.

std=0.001 std=0.005 std=0.01 std=0.05 std=0.1 std=0.5 std=1

No regularization Accuracy drop (no protection) 0.13 0.43 2.36 83.16 82.84 83.72 84.02
Accuracy drop (+adaptive protection) 0.00 0.02 -0.01 0.04 0.21 19.89 82.48

l-1 regularization Accuracy drop (no protection) 0.10 1.42 4.58 83.8 83.3 83.39 83.24
Accuracy drop (+adaptive protection) -0.02 0.01 -0.02 0.02 0.29 8.75 83.25

l-2 regularization Accuracy drop (no protection) 0.05 0.18 0.85 83.91 87.27 85.06 85.19
Accuracy drop (+adaptive protection) 0.00 0.02 0.03 0.19 0.33 12.64 85.06

Dropout Accuracy drop (no protection) -0.01 0.40 2.10 83.12 83.07 81.4 81.81
Accuracy drop (+adaptive protection) 0.02 0.00 0.01 0.02 0.17 11.19 82.78

Table 5: Accuracy drop of ResNet-18 on CIFAR10 when weights are perturbed by Gaussian noise.
The baseline test accuracy is different for each setting. The average number of channel usage per
weight is kept below 1.006.

4.3 Conclusion

In this project, I developed robust coding strategies (called adaptive protection) to increase accuracy
in the presence of noise added to weights. These strategies can be helpful in various applications such
as analog storage and wireless communication of NN weights. I observed that these strategies make
sparse NNs, trained with l − 1 regularization and dropout, more robust to additive white Gaussian
noise. This is not a surprising finding as the success of adaptive protection relies on the fact that a
fully-trained NN is sparse.
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